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Important Safety Notices
WARNINGS
1. Intense UV radiation is emitted from the DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS. Do not look
directly at the LED output with the naked eye once the sensor cap is removed.

2. Do not open the instrument case. There are no serviceable parts inside. Return
the instrument to the factory for service.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

System Overview

Fluorometrics Instruments LLC (FMI) offers the new DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS optoelectronics,
an electro-optical module designed for coupling to fiber optic sensor probes for real-time
monitoring of oxygen gas and dissolved oxygen in liquids. It has Bluetooth capabilities and a builtin rechargeable battery, which can be charged from a USB port and runs for 8 hours when it is
fully charged.
It can be used in two different ways:
1- With our fiber optic sensor probes available in
different sizes to measure oxygen in different
environments, from large field applications to very
small (needle-size) biological environments.

2- With a reflection probe and our patches for
non-invasive oxygen / dissolved oxygen
monitoring in transparent vessels and
containers.

Communication module embedded into it
supports:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

4-20mA analog output
RS485
USB
External temperature sensor interface
Bluetooth for android devices

The system can be connected to a PC via USB or to an android device through Bluetooth. In both
cases, data is saved in an easy-to-use Microsoft Excel format. It can be configured with singlechannel LED excitation and detection, and modulation frequencies up to 31.2 kHz. The on-board
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pressure transducer measures atmospheric pressure. It also has three indicator LEDs on the back
panel
The system is a fluorescence-based oxygen sensor and provides a
viable alternative to traditional chemical sensing devices. Our
optical sensors consist of transducer materials (organo-metallic
compounds), applied to the tips of the optical fiber probes or
adhesive patches, which their optical properties change in
response to specific analytes in their immediate environment.
FMI offers two types of fiber optic oxygen probes to be used with
DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS optoelectronics, one without embedded
thermistor and one with embedded thermistor. An external
temperature sensor should be purchased separately if the fiber
optic oxygen probe does not have one embedded into it.
Additional features that are available include:
• Real-time display of temperature and oxygen in various measurement units:
❖ Gaseous oxygen partial pressure as a percentage of 1 ATM.
❖ Gaseous oxygen partial pressure in Torr.
❖ Dissolved oxygen partial pressure in ppm (parts per million)
❖ Dissolved oxygen concentration in µm/L (micromoles per liter)
• Data logging of temperature and oxygen readings in units listed above.
• In-field single point calibration reset

1.2

Specification
Dimensions:
Parameters Measured:

Sampling Rate:

Pressure Measurement:
Electronics Operating
Temperature Range:
External Power Supply
Voltage Range:
Power Consumption:

5" * 6.5" * 2"
Gaseous oxygen partial pressure, dissolved oxygen
concentration, temperature, pressure (via onboard
pressure transducer)
Acquire data samples every 1 second (1 Hz)
(Software can be configured at different sample rates)
NOTE: This is not the response speed of the probe, just
the rate at which the probe is digitally sampled
On-board pressure transducer monitors atmospheric
pressure
0 °C -55 °C
4.75 to 5.25V
100 mA
5

Communications:
Control Software:

USB, 4-20mA analog output, RS485, External
Temperature Sensor Interface, Bluetooth
For PC: DOPO2 Viewer Software for Windows 7, 8,
10 with data logging capability (different parameters
can be controlled such as modulation frequency, data
rate, signal averaging, LED gain, LED intensity)
For Android devices: Fluorometrics Viewer
Application

4-20 mA Output Accuracy +/- 0.1%
(at 25˚C):

1.3

Oxygen Sensor Formulation

AP Series: AP formulation is our highly stable sensor coating with zero drift designed for
monitoring oxygen partial pressure in gas and dissolved oxygen concentration in liquids. Our AP
sensors are compatible with acidic as well as highly caustic environments.
HCR Series: HCR is our hydrocarbon compatible formulation designed to monitor oxygen partial
pressure in hydrocarbons such as fuels, organic solvents, oils and alcohols.
MR Series: A new generation of moisture resistance and high temperature performance sensor
coating based on sol gel technology for monitoring traces of oxygen in gas and liquids.

1.4

Oxygen Sensor Probes

The DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS is used with DOPO2 Viewer software and custom fiber optic
sensor probes. Our oxygen sensor probes are low-power, portable devices that offer high
sensitivity, reversibility, and stability. Their small size is useful for remote monitoring. What is
more important, the thin film used in the probe tips consumes no oxygen, allowing for continuous
contact with the sample.
Our oxygen sensors offer other key advantages: they are ideal for viscous samples and are immune
to interference caused by pH change or from changes in ionic strength, salinity, and biofouling.
The DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS supports the following oxygen sensor probes:
❖ Dip probes with embedded thermistors
❖ Semi-disposal plastic fiber optic probes
❖ Dip probes without embedded thermistor
Here is the specification of our AP series fiber optic oxygen sensor probes:
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Dip Probes (AP formulation) Specifications
Response rate of probes

1.5

Dynamic range in gas

No Overcoating: 3 Secs.
Black Overcoating: ~1 min
0-100% O2/0-760 mmHg O2

Dynamic range in water (DO)

0-40 ppm (wt)

Dynamic range in other liquids

0-oxygen saturation level

Resolution in gas

0.005% O2 / 0.04 mmHg

Resolution in water (DO)

0.002 ppm (wt) / 2.0 ppb (wt)

Resolution in other liquids
Accuracy

0.005% of oxygen saturation
level
5% of reading

Lowest detectable level (gas)

0.005% O2 / 0.04 mmHg

Lowest detectable level (water)

0.002 ppm (wt) / 2.0 ppb (wt)

Lowest detectable level in other
liquids
Sensor drift
Operating temperature

0.005% of oxygen saturation
level
Zero drift long-term continuous
operation
-50 to + 100 C

Probe lifetime

1 year before refurbishing

Software

The DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS module uses DOPO2 Viewer software to display dissolved oxygen
measurements on a connected PC via USB. See Chapter 2 for more information on the
functionality of the software. It can also be used with our android software application wirelessly
via Bluetooth to measure oxygen level remotely. See Chapter 3 for more information on the
functionality of the android app.

1.6

Applications

Typical applications include the following:
❖ Food and Beverage Industry
❖ Environmental applications (such as wastewater management)
❖ Life science (Medical, Pharmaceutical, Bioreactors)
❖ Modified Atmosphere Packaging (MAP)
❖ Oil and Gas Industry
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1.7

Accessories

The following equipment are available for shipping upon order
▪ Oxygen Fiber Optic Sensor Probes (Dip probes with/without embedded thermistor, and
plastic probes)
▪ Temperature Probe
▪ Reflection Probe
▪ Patches (AP, HCR, MR)
▪ There is an optional factory calibration service for various environments from 0 to 80ºC.
▪ Bifurcated Fibers
▪ 21-02 SMA Splice Bushing
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2.0

GUIDANCE FOR PC USERS

2.1

Installation

2.1.1 Overview
There are two steps to completely installing the DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS system onto your
computer.
❖ First, you must install the DOPO2 Viewer software.
❖ The second step is to properly install the DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS hardware.
You must install the DOPO2 Viewer software application prior to connecting the DOPO2-FIBER
OPTICS unit to the computer to install the drivers required for the hardware. If you do not install
the software first, the system will not properly recognize the hardware.
2.1.2 Software Installations
You can install the DOPO2 Viewer software from the USB flash Drive that came with your
DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS unit. Use the following procedure to install DOPO2 Viewer software
on a Windows 10 PC. The process on Windows 7 or 8 is very similar.
► Procedure:
1. Close all other applications running on the PC.
2. Start the software installation process.
Installing from USB flash Drive:
a. Insert the flash drive containing the DOPO2 Viewer software.
b. Select the drive on your computer.
c. Double-click on the DOPO2- Setup installer program for Windows 10.
d. The installation wizard appears. The default installation folder is C:\Program Files\
Fluorometrics\DOPO2 Viewer\. You are now ready to install the software.
e. Click Install. The DOPO2 Viewer installs at the selected location. This process can take several
minutes. When the software has successfully
installed, the final Install Wizard screen appears.
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f. Click Finish.

2.1.3 Hardware Installations
1. Unpack the equipment and verify that you have all the necessary components
2. Attach a fiber optics sensor probe using the built-in SMA connector in the front panel of the
system. (Normally when you receive the unit for the first time, the fiber optics probe is not already
attached to the system)
3. Connect the DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS unit to your computer using the USB cable.
4. Turn on the power switch. LED 1(the top one) on the back panel of box will turn red, indicating
that power is on. LED2 (the middle one) will blink in green, indicating the battery is charging.
LED3 (the bottom one) will not turn on since Bluetooth is not in use.
2.1.4 Installing DOPO2 Hardware Drivers
When you connect DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS to a computer for the first time using the USB
cable, the hardware drivers should install automatically for Windows 7, 8, and 10 if you installed
the DOPO2 Viewer software first.
2.1.5 Maintenance
2.1.5.1 Updating Firmware

Do not unplug the device while the firmware is updating.
Caution: Do not download a firmware version that predates the version you received with your
DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS unit.
► Procedure
1. Download the new DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS firmware image from the Fluorometrics
Instruments Downloads page
(https://shopfluorins.com/index.php?route=product/category&path=20_37)
2. Run DOPO2 Viewer and select Options|Firmware Update…
3. In the firmware update dialog, select Download, then choose the file that you just downloaded.
2.1.5.2 Updating Software

You can overwrite the previous installation.
► Procedure
10

1. Download the installer for the latest version of the DOPO2 Viewer from the Fluorometrics
Instruments Software Downloads page
(https://shopfluorins.com/index.php?route=product/category&path=20_37)
2. Unzip the directory and then run the “DOPO2-Setup” installer wizard.

2.2

Using DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS With DOPO2 viewer Software

2.2.1 Overview
When you first display the DOPO2 Viewer software, the basic DOPO2 Viewer screen appears.

This screen’s controls enable you to perform the following actions:
• Set scans to average
• Set the Red and Blue LEDs Gain Manually
• Set the Red and Blue LEDs Intensity (Low, Medium, High)
2.2.2 Entering a New Event
The Enter New Event text box enables you to insert your comments into a file containing
exported data. Your comment will appear in the events column at the far-right end of each row of
data. You may enter multiple comments. Each comment is time stamped with the instant you
clicked on the Event Text field. When you create the export data file, your comment(s) will
appear on the row of data that most closely corresponds to the time you created your comment.
► Procedure to enter a new comment:
1. Click on the Options tab at the top of the screen.
2. Enter your message into the text field.
3. Press the OK key.
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2.2.3 Data Logging
You can save a .csv file (useful for Microsoft Excel) via data logging. When you click on the
Options button on the main DOPO2 Viewer screen, and then click on Logging Setup, the Data
Logging Setup screen appears.

When you select Enable Logging, data is exported from that point onward and continue until
you stop logging. You can select how frequently you want data records to be written to the log
file by setting the Logging Interval. You can also select the data types (O2%, Tau, Temperature,
….) that you want to export from the Data to Log option.
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2.2.4 Settings
2.2.4.1 Status

Clicking on the Status tab (bottom left corner of the main screen) displays the status
information shown here.

2.2.4.2 Trends

Clicking on the Trends tab (bottom right corner of the main screen) displays the real-time
information on graph as shown below. You can select the types of data that you need to be
displayed (Oxygen, Tau, Temperature, etc...)
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2.2.4.3 Device

DOPO2 Viewer provides you with the capability to change the
frequency of the LED Sine wave from 3.9 KHz up to 31.2 KHz, as
shown here.

It also gives the customers the capability to change the oxygen units in
gas and liquid. If the liquid is water, then customer should enter water
salinity and choose the unit of dissolved water (mg/L, ppm, ppb, or
µMol/L) as shown here.
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If the liquid is hydrocarbon, then customer should enter density of it
and choose the unit mg/Kg as shown below.

2.2.5 Sensor Calibration
When you access the software for the first time, the Oxygen field will be blank. To see an oxygen
value, you must first enter calibration information for the probe. This calibration information is
unique for each oxygen sensor probe itself but is independent of the DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS
hardware unit. Therefore, a new calibration must be loaded each time a new sensor is added or
before first use. You have the option of purchasing a factory calibration for your oxygen sensor
probe.
Follow these instructions if you purchased a factory calibration file for your sensor. This file can
be found on the USB flash Drive that has shipped to you along with. To retrieve it:
1. From the Main screen, select Options | Calibration.
2. Click the
button, then browse to the location of the factory calibration file on the flash
Drive.
3. Select the Chart tab. The uploaded calibration table appears on the left side of the screen and
the curve-fitted graphs appear on the right side of the screen.
4. Click the
button to use the coefficients for oxygen calculation.
5. Click OK to confirm the download and continue. The main screen will now display oxygen
measurements.
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2.2.5.1 Isothermal Calibration

If you want to do your own calibration instead of using a factory calibration, follow these
Isothermal Calibration (Two-Point Calibration) instructions.
► Procedure
1. From the Main screen, select Options | Calibration.
2. On the Info tab, under Method, choose Isothermal.
3. Add the serial number, title, sensor type, date and any notes needed.
4. You need two known concentrations of oxygen to perform this calibration, one being the 0%
oxygen concentration.
5. Expose your oxygen sensor to 0% oxygen and let the Tau value stabilize. You can observe the
Tau value in the Trends window to determine when it stabilizes.
6. Click the
button once the tau value is stable.
7. Enter the known oxygen value in the pO2(%) box for this point #1.
8. Expose your oxygen sensor to the second known concentration of oxygen. You can expose the
probe to ambient conditions in air, which is 20.9% oxygen.
9. Click the
button again, once the tau value is stable. Enter the oxygen value in the
pO2(%) box for point #2.
10. Now that you have the two points of calibration, click on the Chart tab. The two points will
appear on the graph, which will Compute Constants m and b.
11. To use this calibration for oxygen measurement, click the
12. Click OK to confirm the download and continue.

button.

2.2.5.2 Multipoint Calibration

You need to measure Tau value for different concentrations of oxygen at two different
temperatures to perform this calibration.
► Procedure
1. From the Main screen, select Options | Calibration.
2. On the Info tab, under Method, choose multipoint.
3. Add the serial number, title, sensor type, date and any notes needed.
4. Set the probe’s temperature to a known value and expose your oxygen sensor to 0% oxygen
and let the Tau value and temperature to stabilize. You can observe the Tau value and
temperature in the Trends window to determine when they stabilize.
5. Click the
button once the tau value is stable.
6. Enter the known oxygen value (0) in the pO2 (%) box for this point.
7. Repeat the same procedure for a few other O2 concentrations (5%,15%,20.9%,…) at the same
temperature.
8. Change your oxygen sensor’s temperature to a second value and repeat this procedure for that
higher temperature.
9. You will end up with a data table on the left side of your screen like the one shown below.
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10. Now that you have all points of calibration, click on the Chart tab. The points will appear on
the graph, which will Compute all the Constants.
11. To use this calibration for oxygen measurement, click the
12. You can save this calibration file on your PC by clicking on the
13. Click OK to confirm the download and continue.

button.
button.

2.2.5.3 Single Point Adjustment

This feature (Single point calibration reset) will update an existing calibration curve based on
the current reading.
1. Click on the Calibration Adjustment tab
2. Enter the real pO2 (%) and press adjust. This will recalibrate the previously loaded calibration
and recalculate the new coefficients.
3. Press Ok to confirm the new calibration.
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2.2.6 Analog Output Set up on DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS
To use Analog output feature of system, one only needs two wires to connect to the analog
output port of the unit. The user can connect his measuring device in series with the power
source to measure the current that the sensor is drawing.

Once the wires are hooked up, it needs to be programmed which will require a firmware update.
The output range is 4-20 mA. The current will be linearly proportional to the oxygen level, and
the exact proportion will be set during the setup step. For instance, based on the settings in the
calibration instructions, the ammeter will read 4 milliamps at an oxygen concentration of 0.00,
and the current will increase linearly to 20 milliamps at an oxygen concentration of 21.00.
It can be done from the “Setup: Analog Output” window in the DOPO2 Viewer software as
shown in the picture below.

2.2.7 Sensor Temperature Compensation
Those users that are using fiber optic probes with embedded thermistors only
need to connect the temperature sensor audio jack into the port in the front
panel of system. Those using dip probe fiber optic sensors without embedded
thermistor need to use an FMI stand-alone external temperature sensor probe.
The user can manually enter the temperature of measured medium as shown
in the picture:
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3.0

GUIDANCE FOR ANDROID DEVICE USERS

3.1

Installation

3.1.1 Overview
There are three steps for setting up Fluorometrics Viewer on your android device.
❖ First, download the Fluorometrics Viewer application.
❖ Second, open the application.
❖ Third, connect the DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS hardware via Bluetooth.
3.1.2 Application Download
1. Open Play Store app on your android device and type
“Fluorometrics Viewer” in the search bar on top of the page.
2. Click the Install button and wait for the application to download.
o A message will pop up asking permission to access the device’s location, click
Allow, or the application will not work. (Your location data will not be used or
shared.)
3.1.3 Application & Device Set-up
1. Before opening the application, make sure your Bluetooth is turned on.
2. Flick the power switch on the DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS hardware to turn it on.
o You will see a red light indicating the hardware is on.
o You will see a green light indicating the battery is fully charged.
3. Now, open the application you just downloaded (the app icon is named DOPO2 Viewer)
a. The first thing you will see is the device list where you can select which device to
pair to.
4. Select the Bluetooth address code that matches the code on your DOPO2-FIBER
OPTICS hardware that is being used.
a. Example:

b. You will see a flashing blue light on your hardware indicating that the device is
pairing, and the blue light will become solid when the device is connected, and
data is being transmitted to the application.
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3.2

Using DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS With Fluorometrics Viewer Application

3.2.1 Overview
When you first connect a DOPO2 Fiber Optics device via
Bluetooth, the basic DOPO2 Viewer screen appears.
From this screen, you can see the readings for the following
variables:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

O2- Oxygen
Temp.- Temperature (in degrees Celsius)
Press.- Pressure (in Kilopascal)
TAU- Time constant (in Microseconds)
Time- Current time of day (hours:minutes:seconds)
SPR- Single Point Reset
INT- Data reading time interval (multiples of 4
seconds)
o DATA: Data point for each time interval
3.2.2 Data Logging
When the DOPO2 Viewer Screen first opens, it will immediately start collecting data. You will
see two graphs; the initial settings are set to show oxygen reading on the top graph and TAU
readings on the bottom graph. Data points will be recorded every 4 seconds (See 3.2.3 Settings
to change the visible graphs and the time interval).
• The x-axis of the graphs are always Time (in minutes:seconds)
• The y-axis of the graphs are the variables being measured
When you press END, the application will close, and your data will be exported as an excel file.
3.2.3 Settings
In the settings, you can change:
o SPR Value as Float: Single Point Reset
This feature will update an existing calibration curve based on the current oxygen
reading. The whole calibration process can be only done when DOPO2-FIBER OPTICS
is connected to PC via USB cable. In the field, to compensate for small signal drifts, this
feature can be used to reset the calibration curve, so the calibration coefficients will be
automatically recalculated.
o OxTempPressureTau: choose which two graphs you want to see on the viewer page.
• Each of the 4 numbers correspond to each variable.
→1st number = Oxygen
→2nd number = Temperature
→3rd number = Pressure
20

→4th number = TAU
• In the sequence of numbers, a 1 represents visible and 0 represents not visible
• Example: 1001 would show the oxygen and TAU graphs
0110 would show the temperature and pressure graphs
o Graph Scan Multiplier: multiply the time interval (in increments of 4 seconds)
o File Name Prefix: name your data file (optional)
3.2.4 Exporting Data
Once you press END or close the application, data will stop being recorded and the data file will
be automatically saved as an excel sheet in your device’s files.
To locate the saved data file on your android device:
1. Close the DOPO2 Viewer application
2. Go to File Manager
3. Under “All Files” select Android→ data→ com.fluorometics.fluorometricsviewer
4. Select the excel sheet you want to open
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